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A SURVEY OF INLET/ENGINEDISTORTIONCOMPATIBILITY

David N. Bowditch and Robert E. Coltrin
National Aeronauticsand Space Administration

Lewis ResearchCenter
Cleveland,Ohio 44135

Abstract Turbine Engine DistortionResponse

The history of distortionanalysis is traced Turbine engine response to distortionis inti-
• back to its origin in parallel compressortheory mately tied to the response of its compression

which was initiallyproposed in the late fifties, system. Therefore,the effect of distortionon
The developmentof this theory is reviewed up to the stall line or stallmargin of the compression
its inclusionin the complex computer codes of systemwill be of primary concern. Distortioncan
today. It is found to be a very useful tool to includemany flow parameters includingtotal and
guide development but not Quantitativeenough to static pressure,velocity,flow angle, and temper-
predict compatibility. Dynamic or instantaneous ature. While all these distortedflow properties
distortionmethodologyis also reviewed from its are acknowledged,distortion is almost exclusively
origins in the sixties, to its current application consideredin terms of total pressure and temper-
in the eighties. Many of the requirementsfor ature. Not only are total pressure and temperature
interpretinginstantaneousdistortionare con- easilymeasured, hut the profiles of the other
sidered and illustrated. Statisticalmethods for parametersare closely related to the profiles of
predictingthe peak distortionare described,and pressure and temperature. Thus, the pressure and
their limitationsand advantagesdiscussed, temperatureprofiles are characteristicof more
Finally, some Reynolds number and scaling consid- than their own distortionwhen compared for similar
erations for inlet testing are considered. It is geometries. In the followingdiscussion,the
concludedthat the deterministicinstantaneous effect of steady state distortionon compression
distortionmethodologycombined with distortion systemswill first be considered. Then the time
testing of engines with screenswill remain the varying characteristicsof distortionand their
primarymethod of predictingcompatibilityfor the effect on engines will be discussed.
near future. However, parallel compressoranalysis
and statisticalpeak distortionpredictionwill be Parallel CompressorModelinq
importanttools employedduring the developmentof
inlet/enginecompatibility. For circumferentialdistortionwhere one or

more angular segments of a simple compressor
Introduction operate with lower inlet pressure than the remain-

der, the concept of parallel compressorsis Quite
Ever since the introductionof turbine engines applicable. The concept was first proposed in

with axial flow compressorsfor propulsionof 1959 and extensivelyexplored for simple compres-
military aircraft, airframe/propulsionsystemcom- sors in Ref. 2, from which Figs. I and 2 were ex-
patabilityhas been a problem. The intensityof tracted. The theory assumes that two identical
the investigationinto the distortionaspects of compressorswith characteristicsequivalentto the
this problem has varied over the years for a number undistortedperformanceof the study compressor,
of reasons. The early turbojetswith their simpler must deliver flow to an equal exit static pressure
compressionsystemswere more tolerant of distor- while one accepts spoiled flow and the other un-
tion than at ]east the early turbofan engines, spoiled flow. Figure I shows the effect on the
When these engines were combined with the rela- surge delivery static pressure of the angle of the
tively short, supersonicFlll inlet system, serious spoiled sector. As the angle is increased,the
enough comparabilityproblems were encountered surge delivery static pressure drops to a value
that the next generationof military aircraft (F14, equivalentto the entire compressoroperatingwith
F15, F16, F18) were driven to relativelyconserva- the lowerpressure spoiled flow. For this case, a
tive inlet designs to avoid distortioncompati- critical angle of about 60" of spoiled flow is
bility problems. This has been highly successful, required to reach the lower level and that angle
However, after a decade of relative success, new representsthe time the rotor blades must remain
propulsion installationrequirementsare making it in the spoiled region to reach a steady response
highly desirableto use shorter offset inlet ducts to the lower pressure. For lower angles they can
on future high performanceaircraft. As a result, sustain a higher pressure ratio (or loading)with-
it will be more challengingin the future to avoid out stall. Therefore,for spoiled angles greater
propulsionstabilityproblems associatedwith dis- than 60", the steady operationof the parallel
tortion. It, therefore,appears appropriateto compressoracceptingspoiled flow sets the stall
review the current distortionmethodology,and its limits for the compressorpair. This critical
origins, angle, or its equivalent,is incorporatedinto a

This paper will attempt to go back and trace number of stall parameters. Figure 2 presents a
the origins of much of the distortionmethodology similar plot for multiple spoiled sectors and the
in use today. The response of the turbine engine same critical angle of about 60° appears to apply
to steady state distortionwill be considered again. The critical angle is usually determined
initiallyand the concepts inherent in today's in compressordistortiontesting. It can be in-

- dynamic and instantaneousdistortionmethodology creased through compressordesign. Newer com-
will be discussed. Some recent statisticalpro- pressors with higher aspect ratio blading tend to
cedures for significantlyreducing the reauired have larger critical angles and, therefore,an
resourcesnecessaryfor dynamic distortion analysis improved distortiontolerance.
will be considered,and finally the applicationof Parallelcompressormodeling can also be used
these proceduresto inlettesting will be treated, to investigatethe effect of temperaturedistor-
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tion. Here, the parallelcompressor that accepts enough to use for predictionof distortion
the higher inlettemperature (spoiled)region tolerance.
operates at a lower correctedspeed, and thus can- While a number of tools exist to indicatethe
not produce as much pressure ratio as the compres- way to improvecompression system toleranceto
sor with the cooler inlettemperature. Figure 3 distortion,none are reliably accurate. As stated
obtained from Ref. 3 presents a comparisonof the on Fig. 6, parallel compressor theory provides the
actual loss in pressureratio at stall APRS, to basis for many of those tools which give sig-
the value predictedby parallel compressor analysis nificant insight intodistortion effects and
for a J85 turbojet, valuableguidance during compressionsystem devel-

opment. However, the interactionof radial and
(P3/P2) Distorted circumferentialdistortionis not well understood.

APRS = 1 - (p3/P2) Clean ' Constant Speed Also, complex compressionmodels are required forturbofan engine systems, and stabilitycan be sig-
nificantlyaffected by dual spool engine rematching

The agreementis Quite good for combined temper- which is difficultif not impossibleto include.
ature and total pressure distortion. This is Therefore,for the near future, compatabilitypro-
probably due to the limited circumferential grams will continue to use empiricalparameters
spreadingthat is possible in an axial compressor, such as KD and aPRS.
When radial distortionis considered,its effect
cannot be predictedwith parallel compressormod- Dynamic Distortion
eling due to the ease of radial readjustmentand
interactionof the spoiled and unspoiledflows. Turbulence
The combined effects of radial and circumferential
distortion are even more difficultto treat. While it may have been suspectedprior to that

So far, only single spool compressorsystems time, the first time that it was generallyagreed
have been considered. Modern compressionsystems that fluctuatingcharacteristicsof distortion
normally combine fans and compressorson multiple caused engine stall occurred during analysis of an
spools, making their interactioncomplex and more early 1960's AEDC test of a J93 engine with the
difficultto predict. A perspectiveon this can BTO inlet. Engine stalls that could not be attri-
be obtained by consideringFig. 4 from Ref. 4, buted to steady state distortionwere suspectedof
which presents the propagationof the spoiled sec- being associatedwith inlet turbulence. This led
tor through a TF30 compressionsystem. The indi- to the developmentof some of the distortionsim-
cated stations are 2, compressorface, 2.3 low ulators reported in Ref. 5 and shown in Fig. 7.
compressorinlet, 3 high compressor inlet, and 4 The screen simulatorin the upper left of the fig-
compressorexit. The cross hatched spoiled regions ure is the traditionalmethod of generatinga
representlower than average pressure and velocity steady total pressure distortionin front of an
or higher than average temperature. The results engine by utilizingscreens. This is still the
are for a 180" total pressure distortionwhich recognizedway to assess an engine's distortion
also has lower than average velocity in the spoiled tolerance. The simulator in the upper right used
sector. As the total pressure distortionpropa- a variable plug in a venturi to create a shock
gates through the system, it becomes radial at system strong enough to create transientboundary
some angles and finally splits into two parts, layer separationwith resultingturbulencein front
While there is no temperaturedistortionat the of the engine. This successfullystalled the
inlet, a temperaturedistortion is generatedby engine with nominal time averaged distortionat
the compressionsystem operatingon the pressure the compressorface, thereby demonstratingthe
distortion. It does not appear to be directly ability of turbulenceto cause compressorstall.
related to the low pressure region even though it This concept was later extended to simulatorsthat
originatesfrom that distortion, reproducedthe inlet geometry more faithfully.

The complexityof the distortioneffect is Turbulencein the 60's time period was measured in
obvious. Each compressioncomponent is presented terms of its average root mean square, RMS, level
with a differentdistortionas its character over the compressorface. As a result, distortion
changes. Componentshave been observed to both parametersacquired the added complexityof RMS
increase or decrease the distortionand generate level in addition to the normal steady state dis-
varying amounts of temperaturedistortion. There- tortion parameter. Correlationswere generated,
fore, predictionof the stabilityof an entire indicatingthat the engine could withstand less
complex compressionsystem is beyond simple time averageddistortion if the turbulencelevel
parallel compressormodeling. However, used in- was higher. The correlationswere highly config-
dividuallyon each component,it can provide in- uration dependentand the values for one installa-
sight into weak links and solutionsto stability tion didn't necessarilyapply to a second. This
problems, indicatedthe physical phenomenaof turbulencewas

To provide further understandingof multiple not well understood.
compressionsystems, complex compressormodels
have been devised and implementedon computers. InstantaneousDistortion
Features of these models, presentedin Fig. 5,
include the capabilityof over 30 parallel com- By the later 1960's, turbulencewas producing
pressors,radial two dimensionalflow effects unsatisfactorycorrelations,and it began to be
associatedwith the fan splitter,dynamic blade associatedwith time varying or instantaneousdis-
response to distortion,engine inducedflow redis- tortion. This was proposed in 1969 in Ref. 6.
tributionahead of the fan, cavity crossflows,and The concept of instantaneousdistortion introduces
compressorvariable geometry. These compressor an entirely new set of interestingand expensive
models have been very useful in predictingmore problems. Its measurement requires a 40 or 48
tolerant configurationsor critical stages. As tube rake as shown in Fig. 8, which contains a
such, it provides a valuable tool for compressor dynamic transducerin each tube to measure the
development. However, it is not Quantitative absolute value of the time varying pressure. Each



produces a pressure time history such as those than distortionvariation? The highest frequency
shown on the figure's upper right which must all that must be consideredis determinedby how fast
be sampled at the same moment of time to obtain an the engine can respond to a distortionpeak. This
instantaneoustotal pressure pattern. This pattern is addressed in Fig. 11 from Ref. 11 where the
can be reduced to an instantaneousvalue of the predicted loss in stall pressure ratio, APRS,
distortionparameter. Doing this at many incre- due to dynamic distortionis presentedfor a time
ments in time produces the dynamic variationof period just prior to an engine surge. This data
the distortionparameterwith time as presentedat was for a drift stall of a J85 engine operating
the lower right of Fig. 8. A peak in this para- behind a supersonicinlet in the NASA 10 X 10 Foot
meter that exceeded the engine's distortion SupersonicWind Tunnel. To assure that the stall
tolerancejust prior to stall was shown to be the was caused by an extreme value of the random dy-
characteristicof turbulencethat caused engine namic distortion,inlet geometry and flow condi-
stall. Full scale, each of the 40 dynamic pressure tions were changed in steps until a stall occurred
traces must be sampled up to 1000 times per second after several minutes of stationaryconditions.
so that a minute or two of data requires analysis For this case, the raw dynamic pressure was
of about half a million words of data. This is smoothed with sliding averagingtimes corresponding
obviouslyexpensive, to 0.25, 0.5 and 1 rotor revolution. The available

Distortionconditions are presentedin Fig. 97 stall margin of 0.079 is also presentedfor com-
which caused a J85 engine to stall during operation parison. In theory, if the loss in stall pressure
behind an axisymmetricinlet at Mach 2.6 and five ratio, APRS, exceeds the available stall margin,
degrees angle-of-attack. The engine stalled after the engine should stall. Therefore,the 0.25 rotor
several minutes of steady operation at fixed con- revolutionaveragingtime is obviouslynot long
ditions, indicatingthe cause was associatedwith enough since the limit is exceeded many times for
a random transient increase in distortion. The relativelylong periods without inducing engine
distortion is highly circumferentialin nature, surge. The half revolutionaveragingtime still
with a high dynamic level, particularly in the leaves many peaks exceedingthe limit, however, a
region of higher total pressure gradient between one rotor revolutionaveragingtime reduces all
the high and low pressure regions. The steady the peaks below the limit. While the distortion
distortion is 0.178 in terms of average minus peak causing surge is not clearly identified,the
minimum over average total pressureswhich corre- proper averagingtime appears to fall between a
sponds to 0.10 for the distortionparameterpre- half and one rotor revolution. Data from other
sented in Fig. 10. The maximum instantaneous dynamic distortionengine testing and flight test-
distortionoccurringjust prior to stall is also ing have been similarlyreduced with the same
presented,and has a distortionparametervalue of result. Whether it's a half or one rotor revolu-
0.155. This exceeded the measured engine tolerance tion probablyfalls well within the other approxi-
of 0.145, and demonstratesthe ability of the mations in the method.
instantaneousdistortionconcept to explain the Whether the dynamic pressuresor the calculated
ability of turbulenceto stall an engine in terms parametershould be filtered is consideredin
of its measured toleranceto steady state Fig. 12, also taken from Ref. 11. Here, another
distortion, drift stall is processedwith filtering(or time

The most direct way of determiningthe varia- averaging)applied at the input (dynamicpressure
tion of instantaneousdistortionwith time is to signals) or output of the calculationof time
digitize the 40 or 48 dynamic pressuresat the varying loss in stall pressure ratio, APRS. The
compressorface, and compute distortioncontours output filtered data is generallyhigher than
and/or an engine distortionparameter. This is APRS calculatedfrom filtered dynamic pressures
Quite expensive,due to the volume of data to be and the two are clearly not equivalent. However,
processed,and results are not usually completed since the engine cannot respond to the higher fre-
until weeks or months after test completion. Quencies,the input pressuresshould be filtered,
Several alternateways have been developed. Analog making the dashed curve the correct one.
distortionparametercalculatorshave been devel- Although not often considered,the compressor
oped by several researchers,8,9 and greatly face averagedtotal pressure varies with time dur-
reduce computationalexpense. Another major ad- ing dynamic distortion. This is considered in
vantage is their on-line capabilityto produce Fig. 13 from Ref. 12, where the surge margin used
real-timeresults, permittingassessmentof an by time varying distortionis compared to the
inlet configurationduring a wind tunnel test. availablesurge margin for conditionsof (I) a
However, analog calculationprocedurescan limit steady inlet pressure and (2) the actual time
the complexityof the distortionparameterto be varying inlet pressure. The time averaged avail-
analyzed and do not have the capabilityto generate able surge margin is the normal steady value for
the engine face pressure contour at one peak dis- the engine. The dynamic availablesurge margin
tortion time instant. Therefore,hybrid schemes was determinedby subjectinga dynamic engine
have been developedto capitolizeon the strengths simulationto the measured dynamic variationin
of both analog and digital procedures. Probably total pressureto determinethe resulting time
the best hybrid system has been developedby the variationin compressorpressure ratio and con-
Air Force,10 which monitors the time varying comitant time variationin surge margin. The surge
distortionwith a large analog system to identify margin used, APRS, is also differentbecause it
the distortionpeaks, and then uses the digital uses the instantaneousface average pressure in
computer to obtain total pressure profiles at the determiningthe amount of surge margin used. The
peak distortiontime instant. However, this system comparisonpresents significantlydifferentresults
is not currentlyportable, and results are usually with the used margins exceeding the availablevalue
obtained significantlyafter test completion, at differenttimes for the two cases. While in

The dynamic characterof the distortionre- this case the considerationof dynamic average
Quires the considerationof new effects. How high total pressure is not dramatic, it has been sus-
of a frequencyneeds to be considered? When should pected of being more importantin some recent
filteringbe done? Are there dynamic effects other applications.



Statistical Assessment of Maximum continuous computation of the distortion factor.
Instantaneous Distortion As shown in the figure, an analog distortion cal-

culator (ADC) is normally used for this purpose as
In an inlet engine compatibility program, the it can be readily used online. The output of the

most important parameter to be determined is the ADC is sent to a peak detector which searches for
peak instantaneous distortion that the inlet will the peak value of the distortion parameter over a
deliver to the engine. This peak instantaneous given time interval. Similar peak values are
distortion must be typically defined in terms of obtained for a number of time intervals from the
the engine derived distortion parameter, K. The available record. Gumbel's extreme-value statis-
magnitude of the most probable peak instantaneous tics are then applied to these recorded peaks to
distortion varies with time as shown in Fig. 14. predict the most probable peak distortion for a
K is the parameter of interest and is plotted in specified longer time. Sanders17 found that
terms of the maximum, Kmax, ratioed to the execution time on an IBM 3701165 for the Jackock's
steady state value Kss. As shown, the most program was about three seconds for processing 60
probable peak value increases with time and ap- peak values.
proaches the long time limit asymptotically. How-
ever, the most probable peak is only one of a Melick
distribution of .Kmax values that might be ob-
tained for any glven record time. These amplitude The Melick method14 relates the statistical
probability densities (APD) are shown in Fig. 14 characteristics of the total pressure fluctuations
at time a and at time b. Time a represents a to the statistical characteristics of the distor-
statistically short time on the order of 50 ms. tion parameter, and is shown in Fig. 17. A full
For this short time, the APD is very wide and it compliment of steady state pressure measurements
would be possible to obtain peak values anywhere is required at the inlet engine interface for
from the long time maximum on the high side to the steady state distortion calculation but only a few
steady state value or even below on the low side. dynamic probes are required. Filtered and un-
Time b represents a statistically long time of filtered RMSlevels are required from each dynamic
several minutes. For this long time, the APD is probe and can be recorded on a steady state data
very narrow and the value that would probably be system. The ratios of the two RMS levels from
found is much closer to the most probable peak. each of several probes are averaged and used as an

From this example, it can be seen that it is indicator of the power spectral content of the
desirable to search out the peak value over a long fluctuating pressures. Using this information
period of time using the deterministic method of with distortion index statistics built into the
calculating the variation of instantaneous dis- program, the RMSof the distortion parameter can
tortion with time. As pointed out before, the be estimated. Combining the RMSof the distortion
deterministic method is expensive and to use it parameter with its calculated steady state value
for a period of minutes just adds to the expense, and by applying a form of extreme value prediction,
So for the past I0 to 15 years, several re- the most probable peak value of the parameter is
searchers 13-16 have been pursuing methods of calculated. This method adapts well to online
predicting the most probable instantaneous dis- prediction during wind tunnel testing. Sanders 17
tortion peak over a long time period using statis- found the execution time for the Melick program to
tical rather than deterministic methods. Several be about 3 seconds on an IBM 370/165.
methods have been tried, some of which relate to
the statistics of the parameter and some of which Mot_cka/Stevens
relate to the statistics of the pressures used to
determine the distortion parameter. The Motycka method 15 was also compared by

Sanders 17 has a comparison of three of the Sanders 17. Stevens 16 has also reported on a
most prominent methods against a given data set. method that is essentially the same as that of
Figures 15 to 18 were taken from Ref. 17 and will Motycka. There are minor differences, but for the
be used here to briefly explain the various purposes of this paper, they will be considered
methods. Figure 15 is the deterministic method the same method.
that has been described earlier. It requires the The Motycka/Stevens method uses random numbers
full compliment (40-48) of steady state and dynamic to synthesize the time variant inlet pressures and
pressure transducers at the inlet/engine interface, in turn uses these synthesized dynamic pressures
digital tape for the steady state recording, and to determine the time varying inlet distortion
analog multiplex tape for the dynamic recording, parameter. Figure 18 shows that this method re-
Later, the steady state and dynamic signals must Quires a full compliment of steady state and
be merged and instantaneous values of the parameter dynamic pressure probes at the inlet/engine inter-
calculated. From this record length the peak value face. More recently, some work has been done to
can then be determined, reduce the number of required dynamic probes. 18

The output of each dynamic probe is sent to an RMS
Jacocks meter. An APD curve is generated for every probe

using the RMSand steady state value with the as-
Probably the first attempt to statistically sumption of a normal distribution. Randomnumbers

predictlReak instantaneous distortion was by are then generated and converted to pressure by
Jacocks a. This method starts with a short time scaling to the APD or cumulative APD. The equal
sample of the instantaneous distortion parameter time step between pressure values is scaled so as
calculated from a deterministic process and then to be consistent with the engine frequency range
uses Gumbel's extreme value statistics to extra- of interest. For each probe location, a digital
polate to the most probable peak for any specified pressure-time trace is constructed. A synthesized
longer period of time. Therefore, as shown in distortion parameter-time trace is then constructed
Fig. 16, this method requires the same full com- using the original deterministic method and the
plement of (40-48) steady state and dynamic pres- peak value is found for the time period of in-
sure probes at the inlet/engine interface and a terest. Sanders17 found that the execution time



for the Motycka program was about go seconds (for vative diffusion rates and offsets between the
0.5 seconds of data) on the IBM 370/165. inlet throat and the engine. However, future re-

There are several nuances to each of these Quirements appear to increase the desire to design
methods and the reader is cautioned to fully un- inlets with higher values of diffusion and offset.
derstand a method and its limitations before it is
applied. Scalinq Experimental Results

Inlet wind tunnel testing is rarely done at
Comparison of Results the appropriate scale, and if that is correct,

In Ref. 17, Sanders presents a comparison of then the forebody geometry is usually compromised• in some manner. Therefore, it is important to
the results from each of the statistical methods understand the factors to be considered when extra-
with results from the deterministic method for
several sets of data. For Jacocks, which starts polating results to the flight vehicle, Fig. 20.Reynolds number is usually considerably less than
with a short sample of the deterministic results, the full scale value, making boundary layer thicker
the agreement was very good. Melick, which per-
turbs the steady state pattern based on the fluc- when compared to the inlet dimensions. When test-ing with a forebody, the diverter is usually set
tuating pressure dynamics, obtained good agreement
for some cases but not so good for others where out a distance corresponding to the increase in

boundary layer thickness, which compensates for
the peak instantaneous distortion differed sig- most of the difference. Bleed flows must also be
nificantly from the steady state pattern. This increased to prevent encountering separation orlatter type of distortion variation is often as-
sociated with flow separation and may not include other limits and a minor increase in distortion
the stationary properties required by the conven- may be observed. Boundary layer or fully viscous
tional statistics. The Motyka/Stevens method does analysis of the inlet internal flow can be used to
better but also showed significant disagreement estimate the reduction in boundary thickness and
with the deterministic method for the same cases bleed to be expected in the flight vehicle while
where maximum instantaneous distortion patterns obtaining similar distortion levels to the model
differed significantly from the steady state data.
pattern. Dynamic distortion assessment requires the

While the Melick methods agreement was poorest, consideration of frequency scaling of the dynamic
its advantages of small computer time and fewer pressure fluctuations. For a full scale inlet,
required pressure transducers from which only RMS only those frequencies should be considered thatare equal to or below the value to which a full
must be recorded make it very attractive for ap-
plication to early inlet parametric testing. Some scale engine responds. Therefore, it's necessary
criteria to identify conditions when poor agreement to know how inlet dynamic distortion power spec-
can be expected, such as nonstationary pressure trums vary with scale, to determine the maximum
signals, would greatly enhance its usefulness, frequency to be considered in assessing distortionfrom a small scale inlet test. Reference 20 con-

Inlet Distortion Testin_ sidered this problem when comparing dynamic resultsfrom two wind tunnel models with flight data for a

When testing inlets for performance and dis- RA-5 aircraft. The assumption made here is that
tortion, it is necessary to understand the expected pressure fluctuations in boundary layers andacoustics scale such that a scale model will have
sources for inlet distortion and interpret the the same overall turbulence (RMS) level but with a
results to account for scale effects. Some of the frequency shift that is inversely proportional to
expected sources of inlet distortion are presented scale. Therefore, the pressure PSDfrom a subscale
in Fig. 19. These were presented by Hall in Ref. model will have a proportional amplitude and in-
19 more as sources of inlet instability, but they versely proportional frequency shift relative to
serve equally well as sources of dynamic distor- the pressure PSD of a full scale model. This
tion. Supersonically, dynamic distortion is often maintains the square root of the area under the
associated with strong terminal-shock/boundary- PSD's, which is the RMSlevel, at a constant value.
layer interactions related to inlet overspeed or Figure 21 presents power spectrums scaled to full
supercritical operation. Another source is as- size by multiplying the frequency axis by the model
sociated with distortion of the forebody boundary scale and dividing the power axis by the model
layer so that it exceeds the inlet splitter height, scale for a total pressure on the upper outboard
This can be caused on the leaward side of the fore- side of the engine face. In general, this scaling
body by yaw or supersonically by the wing oblique criteria appears good, although not perfect. Dif-
shock as it sweeps the low energy flow down the ferences may be due to some of the errors that
side of the forebody and over the splitter plate almost always creep into dynamic data reduction.
of an underwinginlet. As the inlet is pushed These results indicate that frequenciesto be con-
back on the aircraft,ingestionof a vortex emana- sidered for dynamic data reductionshould he scaled
ting from a wing discontinuity,or forebody corner, linearly to the inverseof the model scale. There-
can also cause time varying distortionexceeding fore, for an eighth scalemodel, frequenciesto
the steady state value. This is particularlytrue eight times the engine rotationalfrequencyshould
of over the wing installationswhich are considered be considered.
for some VTOLaircraft. At high angle of attack, The final considerationfor inlet testing to
separationon the lower lip becomes a source re- be discussed is the effect of the engine on meas-
Quiring special lip shaping or auxiliaryinlets to ured compressorface distortion. During normal
solve the problem. This problem is becomingmore operation,the engine will induce nearly constant
acute as the airframe aerodynamicystsare learning inflow velocity across its face. As shown in the
to control the aircraft at more extreme angles of botton of Fig. 22 from Ref. 21, for a 180° screen
attack and yaw. The remainingsource of distortion distortion,this inducesa static pressure gradient
dynamics is associatedwith transient separation around the compressorface similar to the total
in the subsonic diffuser. Many current aircraft pressure distortion. This also induces the flow
have avoided this problem with relativelyconser- angles shown in the top of the figure, which are



caused by the flow entering the low pressure 5. Kimzey,W. F., and Ellis, S. H., "Supersonic
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tolerance. That doesn't mean, however, that there 13. Jacocks, J. L., and Kneile, K. R.,
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